In the 1980s, the authors of most historical studies in China began to move in new directions owing to a combination of internal changes and outside influences. Conversely, studies of pre-1949 labour movements in China continue to reflect a perspective that is largely monolithic. While Chinese social historians tend to be, in many ways, innovative and forward-thinking, historians whose primary focus is labour often persist in defending, and even advocating, Maoist jargon. North American New Labour History, together with Women's Studies and Slavery Studies, continue to be shaped by the climate of thought peculiar to the West in the 1960s. Chinese labour historians have been reticent to adopt much from such developments, thus distinguishing themselves both from Western historians generally and Chinese historians focused on other subject matters. This paper offers a tentative explanation for this historiographical anomaly by focusing on three issues.

First, I summarize Western interpretations of pre-1949 Chinese labour and identify broad differences separating Western interpretations of Chinese labour movement trends from those conceived by Chinese scholars. Next, I present a discussion of major debates in labour historiography to shed some light on the different perspectives adopted by Chinese labour scholars relative to other social historians. Finally, I examine a number of factors that contribute to Chinese labour historians’ reticence to embrace and adapt newer models, and conclude by noting that beneath the apparent consistency of message characterizing pre-1949 Chinese labour studies in general, political and social changes are having a subtle impact on the ways in which Chinese labour historians depict the working-class.

Chinese Workers in the West and Western Scholarship in China

Marxist Class Analysis and Research Involving the Chinese Working Class in the West

The French Marxist historian Jean Chesneaux published his pioneering research study, *The Chinese Labour Movement, 1919-1927* in 1962. Grounded in the perspective of orthodox Marxism, this ground-breaking work probes the social formation of the working-class as well as its emergence as an organized and class-conscious force in the great wave of strikes culminating in the Shanghai insurrections of 1927. Chesneaux’s work, however, reflects stereotypical attitudes prevalent at the time of its publication by focusing exclusively on modern industrial sectors and by giving short shrift to the role of women. In addition, this book overrates the decisive role of the Chinese Communist Party (ccp) by stating that the “labour organizations and the movement as a whole developed in close collaboration with the Communist Party and followed the party’s lead.”1 Chesneaux’s conclusions have come under criticism by a second generation of labour historians, who come primarily from the United States. This younger generation reached its prime in the 1970s, and is heavily influenced both by theories of Cultural Marxism and Feminist Studies.

In the area of labour studies, British Marxist E.P. Thompson’s work has revised the orthodox Marxist conception of class. Thompson argues that the conventional Marxist base/superstructure metaphor tends to frame the class struggle in mechanistic terms, as if the process itself invariably transpires in a rigid way, as something frozen within “a static, anti-historical structure.”2 Stressing agency and consciousness, Thompson re-defines class in his influential book *The Making of the English Working Class* (1963). Class, in Thompson’s eyes, is not a thing, but a fluent relationship which can only be studied “over an adequate period of social change.” It is an economic and social creation largely determined by the productive relations into which men and women are born – or enter involuntarily; but it is also “a historical and cultural formation” arising out of class struggle.3

In response to Thompson’s theory, North American labour historians shifted their approach away from a once exclusive focus on aspects of labour that are of an essentially institutional nature, and towards a concern with workers’ everyday lives and cultural beliefs and practices. The idea of “experience,” invested not only with a materialistic, but also a cultural character, is introduced so as to bridge the gap between workers’ economic lives and their
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political consciousness. Class conflict and the formation of the working-class became central themes in a large body of literature, most of which emphasizes the vital role played by cultural traditions, and focuses on the process by which “the working-class made itself.”

In the late 1970s and early 80s, two relevant developments in the social history arena occurred. First, Thompson’s “culturalist” approach received considerable criticism in both Britain and North America. This set off an international debate. In response to this debate, some new labour historians have revised their theoretical framework so as to place emphasis on the total integrity of the workers’ experience; that is, they emphasize the workers’ “culture” as it relates to and reflects their economic existence.

The second development involves the impact of feminist socio-historical interpretations, amounting to what are essentially frontal attacks on classical Marxist theory, inasmuch as classical Marxism regards the oppression of women as an extension of the larger overarching problem of economic exploitation and inequality. Beginning in the late 1970s, many feminists tended to dismiss Marxist analysis as “sex-blind.” They therefore adopted as their primary analytical tool the concept of “patriarchy,” trying to free gender from the changing economic structure, and divorce the concept of sex from that of class conflict. Furthermore, stressing the once understated power of language, feminist historians have made much use of discourse theory to deconstruct and reinterpret basic social categories, such as skill and sexuality. In so doing, they seek to downplay the objective and material substance of


These categories, claiming the decisive role played by social discourse. Thus, the “linguistic turn” in Western academic circles contributes to “a wholesale retreat from class” and suggests the growing skepticism with which many historians now regard historical materialism.

At about the same time as the linguistic turn began to colour much historical investigation, the younger generation of American scholars, sharply critical of Chesneaux, made its presence felt in China studies. Incorporating both neo-Marxist and feminist theories, and generally focusing on localized events as their points of departure, these scholars examined the process of Chinese working-class formation. They reassessed significant elements of worker-associational traditions, such as ritual kinship, regional societies, and labour gangs. Although these worker associations have traditionally been dismissed as “feudal remnants,” or even “feudal shackles,” the new wave of scholars demonstrated that associational elements were instrumental in fuelling daily resistance and political protest, along with the CCP-led labour movement. Furthermore, they either documented examples of political radicalism displayed by artisans, essentially ignored in Chesneaux’s work, or detected a correlation between workers’ skill level and their various political leanings. Nevertheless, these scholars contended that solidarity collapsed for a variety of reasons associated with workers’ gender, skill, and regional loyalties, which, they argue, led to fragmentation among workers. Moreover, they surmised that the reason that revolutionary commitment disappeared (notwithstanding the atmosphere of intense class warfare prevalent in 1925 and 1927 among workers in Shanghai) was that many workers felt moved to take to the street in protest not “as members of a class,” but “as consumers or citizens.” Furthermore, these American scholars challenged the gender bias of
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the CCP, judging the Party’s preferential policies towards men to be the main cause of political apathy among Shanghai women in the 1920s.  

After *Putting Class in its Place*, a collection of articles on East Asian workers edited by Elizabeth Perry, was published in 1996, challenging the primacy of class as the engine of social change, two books have appeared that re-evaluate the way the concept of class is employed in the Chinese context. S. A. Smith approaches class in discursive terms, discovering a “language of class” coincident with the nationalist spirit prevalent during the anti-imperialist wave of strikes of mid-1920s Shanghai. Joshua Howard’s *Workers at War* (2004) studies war-time Chongqing arsenal workers. Howard concludes that class is shaped not only by economic, but also by cultural and educational factors, while admitting the ambivalent attitudes to which the worker is prone given the complexity of the working-class experience. Howard observes, moreover, that it is “…through class struggle that [Chinese] workers came to know themselves as a class.”

Western Scholarship’s Impact in China

New Labour History, which originated in the West as a challenge to traditional historical accounts from the left, seems on the surface at least, to have had a minimal impact on Chinese labour historians. The body of work produced by Chesneaux is perhaps the one significant exception, inasmuch as Chesneaux’s opus is repeatedly cited, and apparently embraced, by many Chinese labour researchers. Beginning in the 1980s, when many of the generation that came of age in the 1950s attempted to establish labour history as a professional discipline, scholars rarely neglected to pay homage to Chesneaux, acknowledging that they have been significantly influenced either by the theoretical underpinnings of Chesneaux’s work, or by his specific analysis. Liu Gongcheng, a researcher based in Northeastern China, for instance, asserts that his own efforts to gain autonomy for the field of labour history, setting it free from the official CCP version of historical events, have been aided by his reading of Chesneaux. Liu Mingkui and Tang Yuliang, perhaps the two most highly esteemed experts in the field of labour in China today, emphasize Chesneaux’s
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conclusions on the economic life and working conditions of Chinese workers in their six volume work *A History of the Chinese Labour Movement*, and Liu and Tang cite Chesneaux repeatedly.19 Wang Yuping, in a historiographic article, goes so far as to praise Chesneaux’s “unforgettable contributions” to the academic dialogue that China maintains with the international academic community.20

In addition to Jean Chesneaux, Eric Hobsbawm, Edward Thompson, David Montgomery, and several younger North American labour historians have made their presence felt in China. A number of the works of these Western historians have been translated into Chinese, and they have by and large been appreciated by a younger generation of Chinese scholars.21 Liu Ping, a social historian who has focused much of his attention on the Chinese underworld, translated Perry's *Shanghai on Strike* into Chinese, and then published a detailed review of the book.22 Liu makes the claim that Western scholars, spearheaded by Perry, are to be congratulated for releasing the Chinese scholar from the narrow but prevailing view that continues to portray the Chinese worker as the passive conduit of party politics and ideology.23 Furthermore, a number of studies originating in China during this period adopt Western theories in order to support hypotheses about worker experiences. These studies partly overturn conventional conclusions.

The most ambitious attempt to revise conventional wisdom and scholars’


While Chesneaux’s book has never been translated into Chinese, a Chinese translation of *The Making of the English Working Class* by E.P Thompson was published in China in 2001, and the Chinese version of a number of Eric Hobsbawm’s books came out around the same time.


unwavering allegiance to the Party Line has been proposed by two sociologists, Ren Yan and Pan Yi. Their article, “Viewing Workers as Agents: Rewriting Notions of the Working Class Formation in Modern China,” begins with a discussion of E.P. Thompson and Ira Katznelson’s conception of class. Notwithstanding the fact that their article is based primarily on secondary sources, Ren and Pan make a tenable case supporting the notion that workers’ traditional culture played a significant role in stimulating resistance, and in promoting the growth of early labour organizations. They imply that Chinese working-class consciousness arose prior to the establishment of the CCP.

A Chinese economic historian, Ma Junya, echoes Emily Honig in pointing out how regional prejudice produced divisions and animosities among Chinese workers in metropolitan centres along the Yangzi River prior to 1949. These revisionist efforts have been carried out primarily by historians, and especially social historians, whose principal area of expertise is not labour.

In the previously noted historiographical article by Wang Yuping, a labour scholar based at the Chinese Labour Movement College, there is a survey of studies of Chinese workers published outside China. Her survey, nevertheless, contains no references at all to more recently published US and British sources.

Do Chinese labour historians such as Wang Yuping deliberately ignore more recent Western scholarship? How do we assess post-Maoist scholarship which deals with Chinese labour? Is it still subject to subtle political pressure exerted by the CCP, as some social historians contend, or has it “rid itself of the long-term constraints of the ‘ultra-leftist’ line, displaying unprecedented originality,” as some Chinese labour historians repeatedly claim? To answer these questions, an examination of historical writings dealing with labour in the post-Maoist era is necessary.

24. Ren completed post-graduate studies in Japan, and currently holds a teaching position at the Zhongshan University in Guangzhou, and Pan lectures at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.


Scholarship Dealing with the Pre-1949 Labour Movement in Post-Maoist China

Before considering contemporary scholarship in labour history, a brief summary of the work carried out in the field during the Maoist period is useful. Published historical accounts of labour during the period of Maoist hegemony fall into two groups, of which the first is composed of “personal” and “factory” histories. These include firsthand depictions and eyewitness accounts of workers’ suffering and collective struggles. These “personal” and “factory” histories are compiled from oral interviews conducted by revolutionary cadres drawn from trade unions, factories, and party organs, and with the assistance of researchers, teachers, and students from research institutes and universities. In addition, these interviews are viewed by the party-state as a form of re-education for professors and students of history conducting the interviews. The second type of historical narrative consists of documentary and popular accounts of significant labour events “in which the CCP played a major role or which are considered milestones in the Chinese communist movement.” Popular literature recounting the history of the labour movement is customarily gathered up in slim volumes replete with party rhetoric, and intended for use as a tool in the political education of the masses.

Chinese-sponsored research on labour flourished in the 1980s, and especially the 1990s. Over 100 monographs and about 500 academic articles were published in the last two decades of the 20th century. Along with these articles and monographs, numerous collections of source material, popular literature, biographies, and reference books were published. Of this total, 70 monographs and 240 articles were published in the 1990s alone.

In 1998, labour historians Liu Mingkui and Tang Yuliang published *A History of the Chinese Labour Movement* (A History) in six volumes. *A History* is a seminal work. It represents both an impressive level of scholarly sensitivity and clarity, on the one hand, and the shortcomings endemic in most 1990s’ histories of the pre-1949 labour movement, on the other. It deserves careful consideration. *A History*, whose publication has been hailed as an
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activities undertaken by workers. In Maoist China, it was virtually taboo to dwell on relationships that link workers with traditional societies. By contrast, *A History* chronicles and analyzes significant relationships between workers and traditional semi-clandestine societies. Therefore, authors Liu and Tang draw criticism from both conservative, dyed-in-the-wool CCP supporters and liberal historians. In addition, *A History* provides a thoughtful analysis of the functioning of trade unions under the Nationalist government, heretofore ignored in Maoist studies of labour.

On the other hand, *A History* does not break much ground at all in the way it treats the question of Chinese working-class formation. In the chapter dealing with the emergence of the working-class, and its characteristics, Liu and Tang repeatedly make use of Mao’s favourite expressions, and continue to mouth the revolutionary commonplace that strictly equates the degree of severity of a worker’s oppression to the intensity of their revolutionary spirit and class consciousness. Thus, a harshly exploited Chinese working-class is depicted as a tightly-knit unit possessed by “the strongest revolutionary spirit except for an extremely small number of scabs.”36 In addition, while portraying contemporary industrial workers as potential revolutionary vanguards, *A History* downplays the cultural traditions of the workers, referring to them as “feudal relics.”37 Liu and Tang still credit the May Fourth Movement, in which workers first advanced to the centre-stage in national politics, and the establishment of the CCP, as the two milestones promoting the formation of a self-conscious Chinese working-class. Liu and Tang even go so far as to affirm that a class previously defining itself in terms of production entirely, i.e., “a class in and of itself,” in the early 1920s undergoes, once the CCP is born, a transformation, and becomes “a class for itself.”38 Liu and Tang embrace Chesneaux’s approach and conclusions, despite the fact that at the time they were producing *A History*, both Thompson’s work, which re-envisions the concept of class, and American revisionist studies were readily available to Chinese scholars. In other words, and for whatever reason, Liu and Tang resist much of the impact of recent developments in historical writing on labour in the West.

Liu and Tang’s paradigm, emphasizing as it does the foundational role of the CCP in the creation of the Chinese working-class, neglects the complexities of worker experiences, and avoids treating class formation as a historical process. This approach, in fact, is the one that is tacitly approved by mainstream Chinese labour historians as a whole.39 Mainstream labour historians

continue to adopt orthodox Marxist underpinnings, albeit in slightly modified form, as their starting point. In what follows, I document cases to support this observation by referencing three debates in the field. In so doing, I point to some new developments, as well as aspects of continuity in the perspectives of Chinese labour historians.

**Working Class Formation and Solidarity.** While the majority of labour historians in China avoid conceding much to Western scholarship on fundamental issues involving working-class formation and solidarity, a number of significant revisionist voices among younger social historians stand out. Such is the case of Liu Ping, who, in a critical review of Perry’s study of Shanghai workers, challenges the traditional Maoist position. For example, Liu disputes the Maoist notion that “anti-imperialism and anti-feudalism are the main directions of the modern Chinese working-class struggle” since, as Perry plausibly argues, many workers who participated in the Three Armed Uprisings of 1927 regarded themselves first as “consumers or citizens, rather than as members of a class.” Liu distances himself from the official position by rejecting class consciousness and solidarity as the cause of rebellions among the pre-1949 Chinese workers.  

Ma Junya is another social historian who challenges the official Maoist position. His article on workers who cross the Yangzi River in order to make a living challenges Maoist principles. Ma observes that these outsiders from north of the Yangzi were among the worst paid mill hands or dock coolies. They were discriminated against by local capitalists and workers alike, and as a result, often sided with foreign factory owners who used them as scabs during the anti-imperialist wave of strikes that peaked in 1925. They were among the most exploited of industrial workers, who according to Maoist premise, should by all rights have fiercely resisted imperialism and feudalism, but who apparently “hated native workers in Shanghai and other cities all the more vehemently, having the widespread… reputation for being ‘unpatriotic’.”

In addition to Ren Yan and Pan Yi, Huo Xinbin as well focuses on the key role played by craftsmen in working-class formation. Huo explores how profound social and economic changes during the first two decades of the 20th century led to polarization within traditional guilds in Guangzhou. When artisan journeymen felt their interests were threatened, they instituted annual
collective strikes to demand higher wages. The Revolution of 1911 and the 1917 Russian Revolution lent greater impetus to the fervour of these mainly literate craftsmen. Led by a group of machine-shop mechanics, journeymen craftsmen in Guangzhou began to embrace the use of the stock phrase “sacred labour” as an efficacious rhetorical device in their struggle against guild masters and merchants who were often unscrupulous. Subsequently, the craftsmen formed trade unions.  

Traditions Connected with Worker Associations. Another taboo in the Maoist era involved workers’ pre-industrial associational culture. The influence of a formidable underworld force – the Green Gang – permeated the culture of rank-and-file workers prior to 1949. Membership in the Green Gang and/or other traditional associations (i.e., regional societies, labour gangs, and ritual kinships) became essential in order to secure a job, deal with an authoritarian boss, cope in times of economic hardship, or in the early stages, organize strikes protesting oppressive conditions. On the other hand, aspects of associational cultures served as obstacles impeding the emergence of working-class consciousness and solidarity. Since the Chinese proletariat, according to Maoist rhetoric, is the most enlightened social group and the class base of the CCP, any discussion linking workers with associational cultures is viewed by the party apparatus as an attempt to tarnish the working-class image.

Since the 1980s, numerous labour historians have studied, and acknowledged the persistent influence of worker associational traditions, but these same historians are widely divided in their interpretation of the data. Insisting on the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal nature of the worker struggle, many conservative historians attribute to “these feudal organizations” a harmful effect that, they claim from time to time, “suppressed working-class consciousness, and was incompatible with...modern industrial unions.” A History by Liu and Tang, for example, observes how both foreign and Chinese capitalists manipulated these feudal organizations to manage workers, and how the “erosion and poison of such feudal ideology and custom...unavoidably prevents Chinese workers from developing ...class consciousness, class organization, and revolutionary strategies.” The majority of scholars, including
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many forward-thinking labour union scholars as well as social historians, however, support a more nuanced and less radical position that does not always regard workers’ associational culture as an unadulterated example of evil. Occasionally they even portray associational culture as the workers’ best defense against exploitation, unfair treatment, and, in general, capitalist depredations carried out prior to the existence of CCP-led labour unions. On the other hand, non-traditional scholars sometimes present the opposing view that regards associational culture as an actual disincentive that inhibited working-class solidarity when the CCP-led labour movement became a significant force in the political arena.45

A third position is represented by younger social historians, who rely more extensively on Western scholarship. For example, Cai Shaoqing, a noted researcher who focuses on Chinese secret societies, and Liu Ping, diverge sharply from critics who disapprove of A History’s revelations of working-class ties to secret societies. In fact, Cai and Liu lament that the authors of A History do not go to greater lengths in their disclosures. According to Cai and Liu, A History fails to offer an in-depth discussion of “interactions between traditional associations and the unionizing of workers.”46 Embracing New Labour History, sociologists Ren Yan and Pan Yi similarly admonish conservative labour historians for neglecting “the contribution that cultural traditions, especially the guilds…, made to workers’ struggles, or for simply dismissing these traditional elements…as obstacles to strikes.”47 Another scholar, Shao Yong, whose research focuses on underground Chinese societies, cites contemporary newspaper reports to demonstrate that Shanghai workers went on strike under the leadership of the Green Gang and the Red Gang during
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the May Fourth Movement. He concludes “these gangsters too... had strong nationalist and patriotic sentiment.”48

**Party Politics and the Labour Movement.** Another important development involves the relationship between workers and political parties. Until the 1980s, labour history was conveniently regarded as a subset of CCP history, and labour historians adopted the conceptual framework approved by party historians wholesale. In their writings, non-communist or anti-communist union activities were summarily eliminated, and the development of the worker struggle was redefined so as to corroborate the CCP’s version of events.

Post-Mao, significant efforts have been made to establish labour history as an independent, non-partisan discipline. Labour historians take great pride in their contributions in this area. Zhao Yinlin, a labour historian based at the Labour Movement College of Jiangsu Province, weighs Sun Yat-sen’s role in 1924 in promoting the labour movement. The father of Republican China and the Nationalist Party, Sun, though obviously not a Marxist, did in Zhao’s view try to support Chinese workers not only so that he could recruit them into the Nationalist Party, but also as a means of combating both imperialism and the warlords directly. Indeed, according to Zhao, Sun lifted the workers’ movement out of its low ebb.49

*A History of the Labour Movement of Shanghai* (1991, 1996) in two volumes, is co-authored by Shen Yixing, Jiang Peinan, and Zheng Qingsheng.50 This work is less orthodox in its approach than *A History* by Liu and Tang. In *Labour Movement of Shanghai*, Shen, Jiang and Zheng thoroughly examine the seven most infamous trade unions in Shanghai after the anti-communist coup of 1927. They contend that although these “seven big unions” favoured the Nationalist Party and opposed the CCP, they strove nonetheless to defend the economic interests of workers. Thus, the “seven big unions” are depicted neutrally in *A History of the Labour Movement of Shanghai*. Similar unions were numerous in Nationalist Government-controlled regions, and Shen, Jiang and Zheng note that CCP labour organizers failed to ally themselves with them.51 Economic historian Peng Nansheng and his student Rao Shuili view the Factory Act, which the Nationalist Government promulgated in 1929, in a positive light, claiming it represented a logical extension of Sun Yat-sen’s principle of supporting workers. According to Peng and Rao, it constitutes a reform policy, moreover, with the goal of improving the working and living
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conditions of labourers, promoting harmony between workers and capital, and appeasing the increasingly disaffected population.\(^{52}\)

Since the 1980s, therefore, appreciable changes have occurred in the field of labour studies. On the other hand, it appears that when labour historians challenge the status quo, they do so only cautiously. More audacious, authentically revisionist voices are primarily heard among scholars who are deemed outside the mainstream of the labour research community. The work of these “outsiders” more frequently references theories of Western historians. Even so, one rarely discerns the same degree of intensity in the East-West labour history exchange as one routinely detects in other fields.\(^{53}\) Inasmuch as revisionist works have been openly published in China in a wide array of publications and journals, party-state authoritarian control of historical writings can probably not fully explain why labour historians have adopted such a conservative stance with such persistence, while historians specializing in other fields have not. We need to look elsewhere, therefore, for reasons explaining the apparent tendency of Chinese labour historians to cling to the official party narrative.

**Hypotheses**

First let us look at the highly politicized legacy of the Chinese labour historians relative to other types of social historians. It seems likely that as a result of a longstanding tradition in labour historiography, conservative, mostly older labour historians as well as younger, often more forward-thinking scholars whose specialization is labour unions, have continued to feel a sense of accountability to the Chinese worker in the post-Maoist period. This sense of accountability might, moreover, in part explain some of their reluctance to adapt to changes in the academic world. Observing the increased economic burden on Chinese workers that Western-inspired neo-liberalism appears to be responsible for, Chinese labour historians have been unwilling to embrace Western labour scholarship’s methods and conclusions unreservedly. Other
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social historians, in contrast, adopt a more flexible approach, identifying themselves with the official policy of “reform and opening.”

Party Politics and the Labour History Research Team

In China, the labour studies field developed in a significantly different way from social history, which began to become an autonomous field around the turn of the 20th century. At the time, a perspective challenging the conventional value of recounting events only from the points of view of emperors, kings, and other elites, and of focusing exclusively on political developments and related intellectual currents, emerged. The new view of history called for a more inclusive approach, concentrating on common people as well as elites. It deemed worthy of historical analysis a wide range of subject matter, and it relied heavily on interdisciplinary approaches developed in the West. About a decade later, the impact of Marx’s historical materialism begins to be felt in China. With its emphasis on economic change as the driving force of history and on the masses as shapers of civilizations, historical materialism fuelled the trend that favoured greater inclusiveness.

While the relatively autonomous Chinese social historians sought mentors among “New Historians,” who shared their focus on inclusion and integration, the foundations of Chinese labour studies were political. The few works of labour history published in the pre-Mao era were largely inventions of political figures who sought to mobilize the labour movement in support of either the CCP or the Nationalists. From 1949 to the late 1970s, several additional factors politicized the field. First, after the CCP came to power, the use of a political form of rhetoric, highly complimentary of the working-class, was instituted. After the Chinese working-class had been idealized, only revolutionary loyalists with a “strong proletarian consciousness” were considered qualified to write the history of the labour movement. Unlike most other historians, labour historians were first of all revolutionaries who became CCP members prior to, or shortly after, 1949.

Secondly, the field of labour studies has been highly susceptible to political changes. Power struggles within China’s Politburo, political campaigns, which are frequently destabilizing, and promotions or dismissals within the ranks of the party elite, often have had palpable impact on labour research. For instance, when one of the leaders of the General Trade Union of Shanghai was appointed to a leading position in the International Union Federation in the
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early 1950s, he vigorously promoted a research program on pre-1949 Shanghai workers. The project involved approximately 100 cadres, teachers, and students, interviewing nearly 1,000 informants from seven leading industries. They produced a collection of oral material on the Shanghai labour movement that they transcribed and compiled in 27 volumes. The anti-rightist movement, begun in 1957, however, terminated the program, as a consequence most likely of the fall of Lai Ruoyu, the Chairman of the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU). As a result, the eagerly awaited oral history went unpublished.56

Moreover, the status that the CCP imparted to workers tended to create obstacles for those wanting to speak or write frankly about labour history. According to Mao, the new China must be under proletarian leadership “...because the working-class is the most insightful, selfless, and thoroughgoing revolutionary class.”57 On the other hand, and contrary to Mao’s claims, Chinese workers did not virtually single-handedly bring about the revolution. Rather, it was the state that remade the working-class in its own image in the 1950s, and in so doing reduced the ACFTU to a virtual appendage of the CCP, assigning to it the relatively inconsequential roles of organizing recreational activity and arranging financial subsidies.58 Labour history, as we understand it now, and as distinguished from the way it was previously viewed (that is, as a mere cheerleading exercise), is one of the most under-supported and undernourished of all the academic disciplines.

Since the 1980s, numerous institutions of higher education, research centres affiliated with regional trade unions, and party cadre training colleges have been established. The Labour Research Centre has established sites at a number of regular universities such as Beijing Normal University and Shandong University. Nationally, the ACFTU reconfigured its cadre training school in 1984 under a new name, the Chinese Labour Movement College. At these newer centres of higher learning, historians regularly offer courses to

56. The tangible results of the project include a four-volume chronicle of the Shanghai labour movement from 1919 to 1949, and a handful of accounts depicting factory workers’ experiences. Produced in mimeographed form, these works circulated within limited circles only. See, for instance, Shanghai gongyun shiliao weiyuanhui (Shanghai Committee on Historical Materials for Labour Movement), *Shanghai gongren yundong lishi dashiji* (A Chronicle of Shanghai Labour Movement) (4 volumes) (Shanghai 1957), mimeo; Shanghai gongyun shiliao weiyuanhui (Shanghai Committee on Historical Materials for Labour Movement), *Guomian shichang gongren douzheng lishi ziliao* (Historical Materials on Workers’ Struggle in the No. 10 Cotton Mill) (Shanghai 1955), mimeo; Shanghai gongyun shiliao weiyuanhui (Shanghai Committee on Historical Materials of Labour Movement), *Shanghai guomian shier chang gongren douzheng lishi ziliao* (Historical Materials on Workers’ Struggle in the No. 12 Cotton Mill) (Shanghai 1955).


union cadres, and conduct research. In older research centres, many scholars, now generally free of party meddling, exhibit—to all appearances—an unprecedented zeal and desire to engage in labour studies.

Two publications, *Research in Labour Movement* and *Theory and Practice of Trade Unions* have functioned as virtual national forums wherein scholars can voice opinions on labour-related issues. In many provinces, academic journals on the labour movement have also emerged. The younger faculty of research centres are professional scholars, many of whom received graduate degrees during the Deng era. These younger scholars are often drawn to the study of the post-1949 period, the most controversial and hotly debated period in Chinese labour studies. Work by these scholars deals with such issues as the trade unions’ social responsibilities, collective bargaining practices, and government labour policies. They are committed to promoting worker welfare and union interests. It is not uncommon for them, therefore, to turn to historical analogy as a means of promoting change to a current policy that they regard as unfair.

**Leftist Labour Historians**

Major works dealing with labour prior to 1949 are predominantly the brainchildren of an older generation of scholars who identify themselves first and foremost as revolutionaries, and only secondarily as intellectuals. A highly prolific set of writers as a whole, they have carried on the old academic tradition well into the post-reform years. During the chaotic 1960s, when most of what remained of a scholar’s freedom of expression was eliminated by Mao’s ultra-leftist policies, many of these scholars were forced into exile in the countryside. The repressive ten years of the Cultural Revolution however do not appear to have altered significantly the basic convictions of the majority.

In the early 1990s and in the rush to capitalize resources and labour, the average yearly income of the Chinese intellectual suffered a decline. Moreover, notwithstanding the phenomenon that has led some younger scholars to actually abandon academia so as to “take a stab at hitting the big-time” among the small minority of members of the newly wealthy and elite “management corps of private enterprises,” committed scholars have remained bent on “burning the midnight oil,” in order to document, often apparently impervious to personal cost, the real history of the Chinese worker.

In the 1990s, suspicions regarding the motives underlying Chinese government adoption of a globalization policy supported by the US surfaced among

59. Older research centres include, for example, the Research Institute of Modern Chinese History of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the Research Institute of History of the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences.

60. For instance, *Labour Movement in Anhui*, *Labour Movement in Hebei*, *Labour Movement in Fujian*, just to name a few.
members of the Chinese intelligentsia. These suspicions helped generate a wave of nationalism with an aura of anti-Americanism. Some Chinese scholars presented frank criticism of those they believed to be propagating a romantic image of the West. This nationalist sentiment with traces of xenophobia climaxed when a number of Chinese scholars censured film director Zhang Yimo (*Raise the Red Lantern*) and author June Chang (*Wild Swans* and *Mao, the Unknown Story*), among others, accusing them of fixating on the shortcomings of Chinese society solely in order to amuse and entertain a Western public. In the words of these scholars, the “success [of Zhang, etc.] is built on pandering to Western images of China.”

To an extent, it is certainly possible to attribute to nationalism the cautious response to Western scholarship by leftist Chinese historians. Many of these historians are at pains to emphasize the anti-imperialist role of the working-class, claiming to discern a political motive in the alleged “deliberate… misrepresenting of the Chinese workers’ movement” by so-called American revisionists. Nevertheless, if the nationalism exhibited by Western-educated Chinese scholars results from a better understanding of both the virtues and flaws of Western societies, the nationalism of home-grown leftist historians is rooted in orthodox Marxist assumptions that they were induced to adopt half a century earlier. Hence, leftist labour historians are often reluctant to take the work of their Western colleagues seriously. Some go so far as to shut out the West completely, ignoring all potential contributions from that part of the world.

**The Current Generation of Labour Union Scholars**

Many younger labour scholars seek to promote a less rigid and autocratic relationship between the party-state and the ACFTU so as to promote union autonomy and the long-term interests of workers. In the post-Maoist era, the ACFTU regained some of its prior autonomy, and functions, at least to an extent, as an authentic guardian of the interests of the Chinese worker, rather than simply its cheerleader. Evidence of a revitalized relationship joining the goals of ACFTU to those of the Chinese worker can be detected in a number of recent writings centering on major ideological clashes which pitted ACFTU leaders against the party-state in 1951 and 1957.

In 1951, the ACFTU, headed by the veteran CCP labour organizer, Li Lisan, ventured to agitate for a more independent trade union. Li was accused of insubordination and replaced by veteran party member, Lai Ruoyu, who had no prior experience working on labour-related issues. In 1957, Lai fell into the same trap that brought Li’s fall from power when he agitated for the functional autonomy of the ACFTU in order to better represent the interests of the

working masses. The result of the loss of Lai’s faction was that the ACFTU was relegated to the role of “nothing more than [the] subdued mouthpiece of the party and an arm for worker control.”

In post-Maoist years, Li and Lai’s legacies have been re-examined and their reputations re-evaluated. Numerous publications defending them as trailblazers have been printed and circulated. Labour union scholars, putting to use lessons of the past to respond to the needs of present-day power struggles, applaud the significance of Li and Lai’s contributions, praising them as “outstanding leaders of the Chinese labour movement...who laid down the foundation for the new China’s labour movement theory.” More and more, union cadres are once again beginning to represent workers, and labour historians are permitted more freedom of expression. It is ironic, however, that it is precisely during this period when some scholars claim, perhaps a bit hyperbolically but not entirely inaccurately, that in post-Maoist China, “China’s workers lost their world.” In the new China, which has become capitalist almost overnight, the economic distress of great numbers of Chinese, as well as the social instability that arises as a result, is generating a certain spirit of disaffection and cynicism among intellectuals, as well as among workers.

In the 1990s, Chinese intellectuals grew far more critical of globalization and westernization than previously. In the late 1970s, many had begun to advocate a policy of “cosmopolitanism,” claiming that openness and detente with the West held the solutions to China’s problems. But by the 90s, the consequences of economic reform, including the increasing income gap between classes, and regional income differences, became a gnawing question. In the estimation of many scholars, achieving globalization, and improving conditions for the poor and disadvantaged, are simply two incompatible goals. During the period of economic liberalization, wages and benefits of those employed in state-owned enterprises shrank, and many state employees lost their jobs. Others were forced to seek work in sweatshops, built and run indiscriminately by Chinese and/or international firms. In many cases, no union existed to protect workers’ legal rights. In addition, in order to survive, the CCP is undergoing a major


structural transformation, turning to intellectual, professional, and entrepreneurial elites for support. This transformation is encapsulated in former party secretary Jiang Zemin’s “three represents” slogan, which expands the party’s social base to include the groups whose interests run directly counter to those of the workers.

Labour union scholars constitute perhaps the principal group within Chinese academic circles who understand most clearly how workers suffer from economic and social changes. They are therefore perhaps in the best position to sympathize with workers, and have begun more and more to play down the unions’ traditional allegiance to authority. Some labour scholars employ a discourse critical of the government, and seek a voice in policy-making for themselves. They seem to have reached the conclusion that the unions no longer need to be accountable to management, and that the only responsibility of the union is to put the worker first and foremost. Focusing on the need to balance the social scales by coming to the aid of the disadvantaged members of society, many labour union scholars vigorously advocate democratization of the unions. Democratic, autonomous unions, they assume, may help to counteract pro-capitalist biases of the current Communist authorities who are “often...manipulated by...social elites.”

On the other hand, in response to Jiang’s “three represents” slogan, labour union scholars, not unlike leftist labour historians, continue to assign value to empty Maoist phrases trumpeting the “glorious image of the workers.” Their choice to do this is governed by the frequently expressed view that the discourse associated with the working-class is not an abstract, theoretical issue. It has “very complicated practical significance” as well.

In an article commissioned by the ACFTU, Zhao Jianjie, chief editor of Theory & Practice of Trade Unions, acknowledges that in the reform years, factory workers have experienced great economic hardship. During these periods of change, he concedes, the working-class tends to become diversified owing to an influx of new members. However, extolling working-class solidarity and

66. In 2000 Jiang Zemin put forward his so-called “three represents” theory to justify the party’s new relationship with society: this theory claimed the CCP represents, simultaneously, emerging entrepreneurs, professionals, and high-tech specialists (advanced productive forces), advanced culture, and the interests of the majority of the Chinese people.


virtues, Zhao echoes the claims of revolutionary leaders, concluding that the working-class remains “the class base of the party, the backbone of the party, the master of our country and society, whose ideal characteristics never erode.” In contrast to party secretary Jiang Zemin who highly values the critical role of private entrepreneurs, Zhao admires the contributions of workers who migrate to the cities and industrial zones, remarking that this “floating population” promotes social progress.69

**Conclusion**

In 1978, the Dengist regime essentially discarded Mao’s class struggle crusade, giving priority to economic development. From 1978 until the mid-1990s, inner-party conflicts between leftists and reformers dominated China’s political landscape. Leftist party elders emphasized the role of ideology and had their stronghold within the propaganda outlets of the Communist system. Along with the relative autonomy enjoyed by the ACFTU and a more tolerant political atmosphere, the leftist dominance of the ideological front led to a profusion of scholarly works concerned with pre-1949 workers during the last decades of the 20th century. The influence of leftist elders, however, waned after 1992, and nearly disappeared after 1997, due to the death of influential revolutionary leaders. Some China observers declared that China’s revolutionary era ended with Deng Xiaoping’s death, and that although the country is still governed by an authoritarian regime, it has operated with a legalistic rather than revolutionary foundation.70 The multi-volume *A History* by Liu and Tang, with all its virtues and shortcomings, also probably marks the end of a significant period in the field of Chinese labour history. The period still glorifying the workers’ revolutionary movement and class struggle will probably end soon as a consequence of China’s expanding role on the world stage, and the passing away of influential leftist labour historians.

The signs of a shift are perceptible, and include a restructuring of the Chinese Labour Movement College, and new trends in labour studies. No longer a training base for ACFTU cadres, the college, whose name has recently been changed to the College of Labour Relations of China, is being transformed into an educational institution specializing in social work, labour law, and business management. Along with the closing down of its Labour Movement Department, the college opened its doors to regular high school graduates. In addition, following the party’s move from a class-struggle perspective to a call for the establishment of a harmonious and implicitly multi-class society,


several labour union scholars have claimed that the Marxist concept of class is no longer relevant. They claim that current working-class consciousness is marked by an attitude favouring “collaboration between labour and capital,” and have published surveys suggesting that the majority of workers (56%) in China believe that a union should represent both workers’ and management’s interests.71

In China the link between historical interpretation and politics is direct and readily apparent. The emerging market economy in the post-Maoist years led to a loosening of state control over society. Labour historians nowadays have relative freedom to write what they please. On the other hand, the political commitment of both leftist labour historians and socialist labour union scholars seems to undermine their creativity because of their fears that revelations regarding the ambivalence of the working-class experience may bring about adverse consequences, resulting in a further deterioration of both the image and the economic circumstances of Chinese workers. Behind the inflexible and unchanging values that seem to characterize much scholarship by Chinese labour scholars, we may nonetheless discern clear evidence of political, social, and intellectual ferment.